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Dave Sparks
Previously on Dave.... Advertising didn’t work because it 
is unrelated to space.
How do you plug it back into SPACE. Inject space beck 
into the project. Spatial constructs with the original site 
and brief.
How do people connect using space as a tool? Not about 
product or surfaces. How do bodies advertise in space?
Using the advertising principals, the entrance to building 
for example. Space creating connections. Two spaces 
connect. Arrangement and movement. Starting to explore 
‘accident’ spaces. Not just about just visibility rather, how 
people mash together.
‘I’m crap at dealing with space- I sort of make art’
Rachel – ‘should you completely reject advertising? ‘
Alastair – ‘architecture that is not 3D is still ‘spatial’’
Inter- advertising. People within building advertising 
to each other, leaving notes for each other. How people 
define volume. People + connection + fabric + program.  
Ask why? Before getting into space. Don’t rush into 
designing spaces.  Tendency to draw hollow buildings 
with the emphasis on façade. Now you are starting with 
the spatial complexity. 
Perhaps - Advertising is cultural information. In front 
of advertising is a ‘cone’ of space that is affected by it. It 
is spatial.  It is about cultural exchange. Explore meme 
swapping. Advertising is monodirectional.
Architect as network manager. Programming building 
use. Which tenants go where? Does the architect manage 
this?
Next... perhaps start by focusing on a key part of your 
building? Be a programmer.
Don’t worry about brief. Think about your agenda.
Suggested reading: 
Verb - connections – the rand building
AMO – diagrams
Koolhaus - Delirious New York

Rachel Harris
Applying imagery to your thoughts. Has produced cards 
that document key thoughts to encourage collaboration 
within group.  They can be dated and prioritised by 
others. 
Photography can remove hierarchy of details... a visual 
equality.
Is there need for a goal (which is very masculine in 
nature). Any work produced is legitimate. Working 
process is potentially more relevant. 
Feminism: design the way you are thinking rather than 
constantly reading.
Good to have a tested method to your feminist theory. 
Could apply to space / site / program.
Cards are instantaneous…translate into your drawing 
alike to the male / female control drawing.
Could invalidate cards through process of thought... 
could burn, expire.
Cards could act as control drawings, should filter, order 
cards to document project. Box could be a microcosm of 
the building, the idea of creative exchange. 

India Aspin
Walking around site, documenting and surveying 
buildings within the cultural industries quarter, use, 
empty, current state etc.
Using boundary of cultural industries quarter from 
masterplan.
It is strange that there is so much residential building 
use within the masterplan boundary, particularly student 
housing.  This forces a huge seasonal issue into the area, 
it might be dead in the summer?

There is no enjoyment of the ‘outside’ in the quarter.

Is there a relationship between the seasonal movement 
of students and the need to provide outdoor space in the 
good weather when they are not there??
There are needs other than the commercial.  Should there 
be a second masterplan??
Moved into words rather than pictures to explain the role 
of the architect.

Is it possible that we could design a new ‘vehicle’ for that 
which was previously the brief, which could become a 
more successful model?
‘Where is the love?’  Is there to be an inhabited business 
proposition in the place of what should be a cultural 
industries quarter but is fundamentally not?
Would your proposal gain more weight if you could argue 
with a developer that it would be more ‘valuable’ to keep a 
building rather than knock it down.
How do you measure value in architecture?  Value to 
people?  
Really strong idea continued from last week to inhabit 
buildings which are due to be knocked down in years 
time and really make something of it for the time before 
it is knocked down
How do derelict buildings communicate with their 
surroundings? With passers by?
It might be that you develop a system, that could be 
replicated? 
Your project is clever as it implies the opening up of a 
scale that is not present in the world of the developer 
at present.
Precedent:  VolksPalast, parliament of GDR in East 
Germany.

Temporary nature of empty buildings in this site is 
important.  Some are derelict, and some are new and 
empty (student accommodation in the summer) so can 
apply to both types to maybe develop a strong project.
You can work within the system or you can say that the 
architect is nothing to do with the developer and move 
on from this.
Is there a possibility to interview the cultural industries 
quarter agency to find out what actually is their role in 
the city?
Weakness within current system is the slowness of the 
proposed development and ambiguity of ‘value’ of the 
cultural industries quarter.

Is the role of the architect limited by the brief.

Types of space – Bryan Lawson ‘the language of space’ 
– patterns of arrangements that aren’t very architectural 
that are pleasing. 
Designing spatially is not redundant ! no matter what 
till says
Flexibility, adaptability, 
The reduction or absence of choice can be more pleasing 
than ultra flexibility. 
The optimum point of design – balance between 
determined space and undetermined space  

Joe Mackey
Computer blew up! (became self aware and realised it was 
doing architecture)
Interested in the difficult ground of the architect and how 
to define form and Architecture as a material discipline. 
How the architect undertakes Exclusion, control, defining 
form. Look at chistopher Alexander how he works. I 
think Architects are about materials and building!
Current working  methods:
- Sheffield walks finding buildings that support 
indeterminacy
- Typology study of Sheffield
- A new language to take to users to facilitate 
design
Who controls the materials? 
Materials in stasis – some forms are better than others, 
context is different everywhere
Go to Malin bridge check the group of materials…
Maybe you need to put yourself or someone else in to 
the design,  

Alastair Parvin
>Design thinking system 
Invent a different thinking language in order to have a 
different idea
Prosthetic brain – organising themes of the project
Do you need to constantly be having new ideas?...  Do 
you think there is a danger that the generating of ideas 
becomes more important than the ideas themselves?
Site of architecture is time as well as space.
Key question – education and industry. What do you do 
in the rest of the time. Ie. Weekends etc. 
Common space interesting direction.
Meme map. Where do all our influences come from? 
This is where our principles come from.
Architect of the future may not be one person but a 
number of people with many different skills.
Directionless thinking.
3D glasses big hit.
Exploding the language of thinking. There is a hierarchy 
to the ideas but it is determined by the computer.
Group re-order the pages of the booklet.
Alastair to develop code for logging the changes of 
sequence.
It is difficult for the group to re-arrange because the 
tendency seems to be towards graphics. Is this too 
random?

Chris Patience
Role of the architect – ideological position?
More integrated approach 
New timeline of participatory approach 
Locking into stages – contractual responsibilities 
Brief is facilitator – carries on through lifestyle – architect 
as brief manager 
Different briefs within strategic framework  - regular 
updates to meet needs 
Partnerships/pfi  struggling through the really dry 
management 
Afterviews
Each part of framework could have a method attached 
Develop a language for presentation – could then use 
scenarios – make real 
Keywords – think how being read 
Language rather than script – action – method 
How are you going to demonstrate the timeframe – 
going on longer 
Architecture clinics – no – too direct 
Post occupancy  - other architects – space? 
Is the responsiveness in the architecture or the brief 
design?
Could look at alternative evaluation – smiling/emotional/
amount of dehydration
Battery farming – more value in other ways – free range 
– organic – hand reared
When do you stop the programming ? will this just 
mutate into building/something? 
Mimimum standards
Creative sweatshop 



Kevin Ryan
“This is the future system” passé; everyone talks together 
and has an upbeat view.  This isn’t true.  A return to what 
I did in the competition and at what stage I envisioned 
the design, the values, the brief etc.  Split up the values in 
to long term values (“timelessness” and so on) and short 
term values (shorter to build, seductive image, demand for 
space).  Judging system for buildings – cost, performance 
and aesthetics.  What does the architect do and where 
have these values come from.  Diagram illustrates the set 
of values; quantifiable and un-quantifiable.
3 Bands – basic design quality/medium set – more 
qualities fulfilled / excellence in design quality.

How does value come into the housing question?  Are 
you getting into housing?

Can you write a brief out of all these framed problems 
and situations

How would it be different if there weren’t restrictions?  
IE short time span etc.  what if you dropped this for the 
equation?

What can an architect do?

60K housing competition – a farce because 40K can build 
you a good home.  Barrett Homes are into designing 
homes in terms of value now – is this because people are 
realising.

Artificial contained marked within housing.  Secondly 
there is a problem with surplus – students move away from 
their homes and leave vacant rooms behind.  Perhaps less 
stigma should be attached to lodgers, arranged marriages 
and so on.

What would happen in a recession?  Would the 
models change IE the removal of most developers who 
rely (perhaps more than architects) so much on the 
economy?

Live work isn’t happening very much any more

Perhaps you should go for something more ambiguous 
than ‘housing…’  Commercial space etc.  A lot of office 
buildings are partly empty. 

Wikipedia – ‘the tragedy of the anti commons’

Maybe it’s about developing a creative space in your 
house?  Perhaps you want to preconceived what work is?  
Is it a hobby or your job?  Perhaps it is not soft space – 
designing the system or the means how this building is 
procured.  

Hannah Lambert
01/How do you handle fragmented thinking?

02/What’s the difference between sitting there thinking 
and sitting there thinking and doing?

03/Hard site- the idea of simply placing something hard 
there as an insertion and expecting it to make a cultural 
contribution.

04/Lots of builders on the site. Is this a clue?- CP 
builder’s turbans.

05/Things that happen.

06/ Design installations with outputs – (like the 
sprinkling) this has value. There are businesses who 
make money by harvesting demographic information as 
a bi-product and selling it. 

07/ Could there be something in developing a direct 
relationships with builders? There are lots of building 
sites in the area. Builder’s asking their bosses for 
polycarbonate siding - -with a camel on top.

Naomi Taylor
>Evolution, time lapse. 
Design of the architect involving the role of expanding/
evolving system. Levels of control. Suggesting to provoke 
outcome –to decide outcome.
How to provoke responsive behaviour from users.
Reinventive areas of space involving creative decisions.
Highly specialised areas - you must respond or react to.
Timed decay- Expiry date and change factored into 
design.
Micro city? Cities reinvent.
Use computer tools to bring in hundreds of iterations 
and breed them, like evolution. Survival of the fittest. 
Generating many answers, selecting the strongest and 
working them up.
Mutations can propagate change. I.e. people copy their 
neighbours: extensions, garden trellis.
Sandwiches. Good bread vs. bad bread. Choice- limited 
choice. 
Zoom in- look at space/materials.
Every decision leads to the reduction of possibility. Is this 
necessarily the case?
Everybody’s perception of Sheffield is completely 
different, Edited views of Sheffield, very personal.
Sheffield is unique because it doesn’t have a ring of 
dodgy areas around it, they are more isolated. (because of 
topography?)  Even poor people get good views?
Topography, maps could be an interesting thing to work 
with.
Critique of design centre in Sheffield from brief.
Re-design rather than un-design.
Fix on something very pragmatic.
Long tail theory?
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08/ Needs an underlying thread…Expiry- Vagueness. 
What is the theme? Consumption? Identity? Time has 
a complexity which is easily trivialised. Can you show 
expiry? What expires and why. By what judgement to you 
filter these methods?

09/ Each installation is a form of accidental learning. You 
set out to learn one thing but actually learnt about the 
buildings.

10/ Set up recycling bins and see how much consumption 
and disposal takes place there?

11/ Lifetime and ‘yields’ of advertising on the site.

12/ Buildings build a polystyrene cup tower in their lunch 
hour. Yorkie bar wrappers.

13/ Scarecrow.

14/ Are you feeding the elephant [competition scheme], 
working around it or chucking it out of the window?

15/ If in doubt, do something.

Lorenzo Dwyer
>Control, authorship: make explicit the building as an 
engine for these ideas.
Compendium, language as part of this working 
methodology.
Architecture spheres of influences – next step what 
should it be? Lorenzo – where are you in this sphere?
3-D logic and area relationship  should be injected into 
cartography style of map.
Slice of the brain  -your rating…what if someone else 
had ago at this style of map.
Ideological end goal ignored– not possible – token or 
random approach to be critiqued. Meaningful gesture 
versus requirements. 
Tokenism as a studio in the manifestation of these new 
methods of praxis as a traditional building project. Now 
we all draw token response…
Tell us next week what merit you find.

Alex Pitney
Interferences- How do they connect with ‘tax free zones’ 
and legal adjustments. As incentive? Locating points of 
interference – heightened creativity.
Interference as an opportunity rather than a ‘subversion’. 
‘Blurring vision’.
Ron Murk?- Sensual proportion figures.
Subway pumping smells- Using existing technology 
reconfigured?
Arch representation – touch / smell drawings? – Or 
implied like perfume ads (Washing powder in a 
meadow) 
Usman Haque- but not in a cultural art sphere but an 
everyday level..smell of toast and coffee in the morning.
Paris institute of smells. 

Dave Cook
>Action Plan
Stamps – design report
Rumour mill project. ‘as a designer’. What isn’t there is as 
important. How something has come to be there or not.
Polemic- Do acts in the city. 
1/ Giant rat suits… Scurry around Sheaf Square. Public 
urinal. Q. Is this a rumour?
What content are you going to produce? Visual clues. 
Photographs of fridges. Blurry visuals. Loch Ness? True 
or not? Must be accompanied by visual content.
Family around empty plate… ???
Rumour mill. Ideas of what happen in Sheffield. 
Masterplans, politics, environment.
Brief – a rumour?
Lecture- Read lies. Mediated. People unaware. 
Are you explicitly taking anti consumerist/capitalist 
agenda? Propaganda? Lenin is alive and living in 
Walkley.
Visitors centre? Or something that happens as you pass 
by? AP: Don’t need to worry about that.
Sheffield, type in Google images. What interesting 
things do you get?
Tiny scale. Raise awareness on tiny scale. I.e. good to 
have second bicycle. Activism. 
Specifically media directed? 
What is your next working method? 
Dave Gorman.
Site investigations. Draw questions? 
Grass killer. Pour words into grass? 
Find appropriate flower and vote political party.
What happens next?
Be careful not to stay too disparate. 
A very real thing. Craft a company. Strong theme.
Start a rumour in a school. See a few gains. 
Prose same format. Fragmented. 
Information can do more than actions. Stickers. Write 
in chalk.
What the rumour of what you are creating now becomes? 
Organisation of rumours. 
Media and festival centre? 
Competition was rigged.
Internet – software robots. Links. Google… Viruses? 
Rumours could be a method of mapping and tracing 
effectiveness of networks. We live in a rumoured society. 
Viral networking. 
Rumour and trust. 
Rumours started from the brief. Lies and rumours- 
difference. 
Don’t think too much about it. 
Rumours have intention. 
What is rumour and what is propaganda and what their 
intentions are. 
Rumours start from childhood. Old wives tales… 
How influence architecture? 
Time fragment. Design consequence. Rumour travels 
becomes spatial. Might make people do something.
Drawing a day. Visualise the language and thoughts. 
Stamps. 
Don’t forget rumour mill… 


